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About the Cover. Shotokan
black belt Jim
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Art Foxall at Rainbow's
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studio.
Don't worry, Mather pulled his punch at
the last minute. Cover design by Harry
Sherman.
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Fariborz Azhakh demonstrates one of his improvised hapkido forms. He starts from a ready position and makes a triangie with his hands,
which he raises slowly (1). Azhakh then pivots to his left and chambers a basic low block (2), after which he drops down on his forward knee and
executes it (3).

Continuing the kata, Azhakh does a reverse punch immediately after the block (4). With his left hand, he throws a spearhand strike (5), foilowed
by a flicking hand strike (6).

it's a typically warm and sunny day In
Souttiern California, the kind that lures
thousands of people to the beaches to
bask in the s u n . it's definitely not the
kind of day you would spend Indoors,
out of the reach of those golden rays.
So It comes as a surprise t o walk Into
a crowded college gymnasium, with
fans, friends and family calling out their
encouragement, despite the debilitating heat, as competitors do their best to
capture that often elusive first-place
trophy.
Welcome t o the world of Southern
California martial arts tournaments.
Kata (forms) competitors c o m e In ail
sizes, shapes and ages, each bringing
his own personality and stylistic fiair to
the event. Hard, crisp punches and
kicks; soft, flowing arm and leg movements; weapons, long and short, snap
and glitter as the competitors put It all
on the line for the judges' favors.
Hapkido Forms Pioneer
Hearing his name called for black
belt kata, a young competitor rises from
the sidelines and strides Into the ring.
Courteously approaching the judges, he
presents himself with assurance a n d ,
stepping back several paces, prepares
to perform his kata.
His bearing and confidence having
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captured the attention of audience and
judges alike, he begins t o flow through
the movements of his form. Crisp, sharp
kicks; fluid hand motions; low stances
and Intense concentration Impress the
audience as he fights off one unseen opponent after t h e other. The judges are
attentive, drawn Into the performance.
The kata concludes, and everyone present Is aware that they have seen an exceptional performance.
No Set Patterns
What the audience Is probably not
aware of is that the performance was individual, unplanned and unrehearsed.
They just witnessed an Improvised kata
by Fariborz Azhakh, a Southern California tournament competitor and hapkido
instructor.
Hapkido means " t h e w a y of coordinated power." The Korean art has no set
pattern of movement, combining the
punching and kicking of tae kwon do
with the manipulations of alkldo t o obtain movement that Is neither " h a r d " nor
" s o f t , " and not set In kata.
So how can someone compete In
kata, using a style that has no kata and
that traditionally does not teach kata or
even tournament competition?
"I'm going against the t r a d i t i o n , " Azhakh says, " i see how you can apply the

principles of no-set patterns, especially
In competition. For example, when you
start the musical forms, if you have a set
pattern, you have to go find music that
fits your form, i like t o have a form that
fits t h e music."
Kata competition has become an expression of Individuality—of one's personal ability to execute movements In a
fashion that makes them practical, yet
aesthetic. Strict traditional kata In competition has given way t o kata that suits
the special abilities of Individual competitors t o give them a better chance of
winning tournaments.
Test of Freedom
I m p r o v l s a t l o n a i (unrehearsed or
spontaneous) kata Is a true test of the
martial artist's ability t o apply martial
art movements creatively and practically, improvlsatlonai kata Is actually a
form of free exercise, training the martial artist to adapt to any given situation
without a set pattern of movement—the
epitome of the hapkido concept of freed o m of movement. A n d It was precisely
this freedom of movement that first attracted Azhakh to hapkido.
Born In Iran, he grew up In a culture
quite different from that which the average North American Is familiar. As Azhakh recalls, "The way i was brought up.
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Still continuing the same kata, Azhakh slows it down and moves his left hand into a slow, tense ridgehand position (7). From there, he
chambers another low block (8), and this time, while standing, snaps it sharply over his leading leg (9).

HAPKDO FORMS
we didn't have so many things to do like
we have here. Everything is programmed in Iran."
Starting his training in shotokan karate, Azhakh soon found the style too
restrictive for his tastes, and further
restrictions were not something he was
looking for. Moving to the U.S., Azhakh
found hapkido.lt suited his individuality
and allowed him the freedom to grow as
a martial artist. " If a reverse punch in a
Japanese style is strong," Azhakh says,
"then I'll use it. If there is a flowery kung
fu move that I like, I'll take it. That's what
I like about hapkido-its freedom of
style and practicality."

Basics

" If you are competing, " Azhakh explains, " basics are the most important
thing. "
Forms competitions have become
quite sophisticated in the last few years,
with increasing variations of traditional
techniques and plenty of exotic additions. Competitors strive to choreograph forms that will show off their best
abilities, but best does not necessarily
mean the fanciest. Flashy techniques
may catch some immediate attention,
but they must be backed by sound basics to win.
Emotional Involvement

Presentation

" From the first time the judges call
you, " says Azhakh, "you are being judged. Therefore, walk on that floor like you
own it. Direct everyone's attention to
you."
Certainty and confidence, important
tools of the trade for a martial artist, are
no less important in competition than
they are ir'l daily life. Certainty and selfconfidence can stop a fight before it
happens and can mark a winner before
he steps into the ring.

I
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The martial arts are fighting arts. As
such, their application, and especially
their forms of competition, must stress
fighting. " For me to win, " states Azhakh, " I've got to get emotionally involved. And the only way I'm going to do
that is by visualizing I'm fighting someone."
By visualizing an opponent for every
technique, you can create your own
emotional involvement in the form, and
emotions are what people best relate to
on a personal level. "Even though a lot

Concluding the form, Azhakh chambers a high block (1) and snaps It upward, thereby protecting his head and face (11). The final move of the
kata Is a powerful reverse punch (12).

of judges don't know me and don't know
what I do," Azhakh emphasizes, "they
see that I'm emotionally involved, so
they get involved. They see me fight
someone and that gets them excited.
That's how I score."
As a tournament competitor Azhakh
is an innovator. He seems to go against
tradition in the attempt to apply tradition in a modern context and prove its
workability.
But the martial arts go far beyond
tournament competition, and freedom
of movement applies to the martial arts
in other ways besides kata competition.
As a hapkido instructor, Azhakh encour·
ages his students to look at other martial arts. By understanding and appreciating hard and soft styles, by experiencing movement beyond the scope of
"regular" classes, the student is better
able to understand the basics of movement and apply them freely.
Knowledge leads to freedom, whether freedom of movement or freedom of
speech, and freedom is something that
Azhakh has come a long way to appreciate.
•
About the Author: Mike Replogle is a
Los Angeles-based freelance writer who
frequently contributes to KKI and other
Rainbow publications.
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